
To explain that the global 
interconnection of networks is 
the internet

To describe how networks 
connect to other networks

To outline how information can 
be shared via the World Wide 
Web

To describe the types of 
content/media that can be 
added, created, and shared on 
the World Wide Web

To explain how the content of 
the World Wide Web is created, 
owned, and shared by people

To describe the current 
limitations of World Wide Web 
media

To evaluate the reliability of 
content and the consequences 
of unreliable content

To explain the benefits of the 
World Wide Web

Learning graph
Year 4 – Computing systems and networks – The internet

To recognise that the World 
Wide Web is part of the 
internet

To explain that the internet 
enables us to view the World 
Wide Web

To explain that the World Wide 
Web comprises of websites and 
web pages

To describe how to access the 
World Wide Web

To recognise the need for 
security on the internet

         Resources are updated regularly — the latest version is available at: ncce.io/tcc.
This resource is licensed under the Open Government Licence, version 3. For more information on this licence, see ncce.io/ogl.

https://ncce.io/tcc
https://ncce.io/ogl


Learning graph
Year 4 – Creating media – Audio editing

Resources are updated regularly — please check that you are using the latest version.
This resource is licensed under the Open Government Licence, version 3. For more information on this licence, see ncce.io/ogl.

https://ncce.io/ogl


Learning graph
Year 4 – Programming

Resources are updated regularly — please check that you are using the latest version.
This resource is licensed under the Open Government Licence, version 3. For more information on this licence, see ncce.io/ogl.

To explain the 
importance of 
instruction order in a 
loop 

To create two or more 
sequences that run at 
the same time 

To recognise tools that 
enable more than one 
process to be run at the 
same time 
(concurrency)

To recognise that not 
all tools enable more 
than one process to be 
run at once

To relate what ‘repeat’ 
means

To identify everyday tasks 
that include repetition as 
part of a sequence, eg 
brushing teeth, dance moves

To list an everyday task as a 
set of instructions including 
repetition

To explain that we can use a 
loop command in a program 
to repeat instructions

To identify a loop within a 
program

To explain that in 
programming there are 
indefinite loops and 
count-controlled loops

To explain that an indefinite 
loop will run until the 
program is stopped

To explain that you can 
program a loop to stop after 
a specific number of times

To justify when to use a loop 
and when not to

To plan a program that 
includes appropriate loops to 
produce a given outcome  

To use an indefinite loop to 
produce a given outcome

To use a count-controlled 
loop to produce a given 
outcome

To identify patterns in a 
sequence, eg ‘step 3 times’ 
means the same as ‘step, 
step, step’ 

To identify patterns in a 
sequence

https://ncce.io/ogl


Learning graph
Year 4 – Data logging

Resources are updated regularly — please check that you are using the latest version.
This resource is licensed under the Open Government Licence, version 3. For more information on this licence, see ncce.io/ogl.

To suggest questions that can 
be answered using a given data 
set

To identify the data that we 
need to answer questions

To use a digital device to collect 
data automatically 

To recognise that a sensor can 
be used as an input device for 
data collection

To use a larger data set to find 
information

To export information in 
different formats

To explain that a data logger 
captures ‘data points’ from 
sensors over timeTo identify that sensors are  

input devices

To present data in a table

To present data in a graph

To choose how often to 
automatically collect data 
samples

To use a computer program to 
sort data by one attribute

https://ncce.io/ogl


To use a computer to 
(further) manipulate 
images

Develop

To use the most 
appropriate tool for a 
particular purpose

To consider the impact of 
changes made on the 
quality of the image 

To recognise that images 
can be changed for 
different purposes

To arrange (rotate, flip)

To crop

To cut out a part

To adjust colours

To apply filters

To add effects

To retouch

To draw

To add text

To add an element (e.g. a 
border)

To apply a change globally

To change the composition 
of an image

To open/retrieve an image

To make additions

To apply changes locally

To reuse

To recognise that digital 
images can be 
manipulated

To recognise that not all 
images are real

Learning graph
Year 4 – Photo editing

Resources are updated regularly — please check that you are using the latest version.
This resource is licensed under the Open Government Licence, version 3. For more information on this licence, see ncce.io/ogl.

https://ncce.io/ogl


Learning graph
Year 4 – Programming

Resources are updated regularly — please check that you are using the latest version.
This resource is licensed under the Open Government Licence, version 3. For more information on this licence, see ncce.io/ogl.

To explain the 
importance of 
instruction order in a 
loop 

To create two or more 
sequences that run at 
the same time 

To recognise tools that 
enable more than one 
process to be run at the 
same time 
(concurrency)

To recognise that not 
all tools enable more 
than one process to be 
run at once

To relate what ‘repeat’ 
means

To identify everyday tasks 
that include repetition as 
part of a sequence, eg 
brushing teeth, dance moves

To list an everyday task as a 
set of instructions including 
repetition

To explain that we can use a 
loop command in a program 
to repeat instructions

To identify a loop within a 
program

To explain that in 
programming there are 
indefinite loops and 
count-controlled loops

To explain that an indefinite 
loop will run until the 
program is stopped

To explain that you can 
program a loop to stop after 
a specific number of times

To justify when to use a loop 
and when not to

To plan a program that 
includes appropriate loops to 
produce a given outcome  

To use an indefinite loop to 
produce a given outcome

To use a count-controlled 
loop to produce a given 
outcome

To identify patterns in a 
sequence, eg ‘step 3 times’ 
means the same as ‘step, 
step, step’ 

To identify patterns in a 
sequence

https://ncce.io/ogl

